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Letter from the Chair
Hello delegates,
On behalf of the entire H-MUN staff, it is my pleasure to welcome you to H-MUN IV! My name
is Aman Arain and I am thrilled to be serving as your Chair this summer. A little bit about me: I
am a current senior at the University of Chicago Laboratory Schools and a rising freshman at the
University of California, Berkeley where I will be studying business with a concentration in
global management. I have been participating in and staffing for crisis committees throughout
high school, and I hope that my experience will help to foster a spirited committee environment
providing educational value, lively competition, and most importantly, excitement and fun. My
goal is that every delegate walks away from the conference with increased confidence, stronger
leadership skills, and a better understanding of the complex situations in China today.
China has seen one of the most meteoric rises to “superpowerdom” in our globalized world. Yet
with China’s advances, come faults that leave the nation out of international favor. The
technology sector, headed by Tencent and Alibaba, has quickly become one of the world’s most
innovative, yet has come under harsh criticisms for violations of data privacy. China has also
been known for the efficiency of their manufacturing, but now other nations are becoming wise
to the forced labor camps throughout the country, particularly those in Xinjiang Province. And
while the international community is quickly turning attention towards the environmental issues
of our planet, China has the highest carbon emission of any country.
As your chair, I will primarily be considering the knowledge of the topic that you bring to
committee. As a cabinet simulation, your research is paramount to your success at the
conference. While this background guide will be a helpful start, it will be essential to research
elsewhere in some capacity, especially on the policy and background of your character. This
cabinet will be a fast-paced committee, so creative, complex solutions must be swiftly created in
order to address the given crisis. Thorough research coupled with an ability to push solutions
through committee will allow every delegate to succeed.
I look forward to meeting you all and hearing more about your plans for addressing China’s
issues. Please do not hesitate to reach out to me at aarain.hinsdalemun@gmail.com. I cannot wait
to see what plans you’ve cooked up, and best of luck to all of you!
Sincerely,
Aman Arain
Chair, Politburo of the Chinese Communist Party
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Committee Powers
The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) is the founding and governing party in the People’s
Republic of China. Operating under a Politburo, the party looks to six Standing Committee
members and nineteen Politburo members to make executive leadership decisions for China. The
members of the Standing Committee are considered the most powerful people in China, second
to President Xi Jinping.
The Politburo gains power because its members often simultaneously hold positions
within China’s state or regional government. This allows the Politburo to gain control over
regional and state-wide issues, using the varying powers and jurisdictions of its members. How
the cabinet works exactly is still unclear, but it is thought that the full Politburo meets once a
month and the Standing Committee meets weekly.
Currently, the People’s Republic of China is facing several issues that threaten the lives
of both the people of China and the Chinese Communist Party. Air pollution is at an all time
high, and poor working conditions and significant environmental changes are causing negative
health impacts on Chinese citizens. Many struggle with respiratory diseases and will suffer long
term consequences from environmentally-caused medical issues. Additionally, inequalities
persist for minorities throughout the region, notably the Xinjiang Uyghur Muslims who have
been placed in internment camps. Unequal and unjust treatment for these people are a source of
much conflict and debate in China, especially as international actors call on China to stop its
hateful treatment of minorities. Another major issue the Politburo must address is the growing
economy of the nation. With one of the largest economies in the world, China is rapidly growing
in influence. The CCP must learn to manage this growing influence, while simultaneously
maintaining the stability of the party.
As members of the Chinese Politburo cabinet, you are tasked with the responsibility to
not only maintain China’s influence on a global scale, but to control internal conflicts that might
put the CCP’s success in jeopardy. You have the power over all day-to-day political decisions in
China, and are some of the most powerful political figures in the country. Use your individual
and combined powers to address some of China’s most prominent issues, and keep the nation
secure the stability and success of the Chinese Communist Party.
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Economic Climate
Historical Situation
Note: This is a highly simplified and rather brief explanation of China’s exponential
growth during the 20th century, but it is sufficient for your understanding of the current situation
and the committee.
In the early to mid-20th century, the People’s Republic of China was a young nation still
reeling from imperial occupation, whose average income was just 20% of the global average at
the time. Today, China is the world’s largest exporter and second largest economy, right behind
the US. The average income of China is on par with the global average as of 2020. How did
China execute such a rapid turnaround in its economy and undergo an extended period of such
unprecedented economic growth? There are three main explanations: industrialization, high
savings, and high investment.1 In addition, China initiated a significant amount of reform in its
bank and other national services and institutions.
In the years 1949-1978, the so-called ‘planning period’ for the economy, China
underwent uneven and unpredictable growth. During this planning period, China had a high
savings rate despite the economic downturn, and was able to harness these savings to develop
and invest in its heavy industry and manufacturing sectors.2 As a result, heavy industry became
the largest economic sector in 1975. Additionally, China began to focus on universal basic
education for all of its citizens, primarily to improve equality. While India, which focused more
on higher education, produced more university graduates, China’s literacy rate was significantly
higher and remains that way today. By focusing on basic education first, China produced more
unskilled workers to support its heavy industry sector, triggering an economic takeoff. China
focused more on higher education in the late 20th/early 21st century, when more skilled workers
were needed to support its technology sector.
In 1979, Leadership’s fear of overpopulation led China to institute its one-child policy for
families.3 By reducing the birth rate at just the right time, China had an incredibly high
percentage of population fall within a working age range. This large labor force contributed to
China’s economic expansion in the following decade.
From 1978 to the present, China has experienced consistently rapid economic growth,
with a gross domestic product growth rate of 6-10% per year. China’s economic boom truly
began in the 1980s, when it entered the global trading stage on a larger scale. However, at this
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/9780815738053_ch1.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2110701713600281
3 https://www.britannica.com/topic/one-child-policy
1
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time, China still exported much more than it imported, an economic model reminiscent of the
mercantilism of the Age of Exploration. To compensate for this lack of importation, China was
heavily economically dependent on state corporations, which of course had facilitated access to
Chinese consumer markets.
In the past two decades, China has become a global economic superpower whose
economic activity impacts the entire world, but it has faced challenges as its economy has
matured. China needs to maintain its technological growth and innovation to prevent economic
stagnation, and it needs to grapple with an aging labor force, which is also a result of the one-
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policy. You will learn more about current and future economic issues in the following
section.
Present Situation
Today, China has the second largest economy in the world and the largest economy in
Asia, with a gross domestic product of 14.28 trillion as of 2019.5 It has lifted 800 million people
out of poverty due to economic expansion, and its GDP grew 2.3% in 2020, even during the
pandemic.6 China is one of the world’s fastest growing economies, with a typical annual growth
rate of around 6%. China still has a high savings rate, and since 2008, it has adopted an
economic model in which it puts money into itself, creating a huge debt buildup.
China has a maturing economy and slowing growth rate as of recently, and this stagnation
has only accelerated due to the COVID-19 pandemic.7 To prevent falling into the “middleincome trap” and to embrace their maturing economy, China is now focusing more on innovation
(primarily out of necessity). For example, China launched the initiative Made In China 2025, a
plan to improve 10 economic sectors through increased government intervention. This indicates
and foreshadows China’s decreasing reliance on foreign products and tech. In addition, there has
been extensive policy innovation in the People’s Bank of China over the last 15 years, such as
reform of interest rate and exchange rate systems.8
China-US Economic Relations
China’s economic relationship with the United States is complicated. On one hand, it is
the largest US trading partner, largest source of US imports, 3rd-largest US export market, and
the largest foreign holder of US Treasury securities (which keeps US interest rates low). On the
other hand, China is part of a renewed trade war with the United States. The Trump
administration raised tariffs to 25% on Chinese imports after an investigation of Chinese
innovation and policies deemed harmful to US interests. China retaliated by raising tariffs
ranging from 5-25% of its own on US imports. As a result, trade between the two nations has
decreased, which has been detrimental on both sides. The bottom line is that China is a lucrative
market for US corporations, but some of its economic policies are unfavorable to US interests
and goals (hence their complicated economic relationship). US officials feel that China floods
their market w/ cheap Chinese goods using tactics such as undervalued currency and subsidies
https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2011/01/picture-of-the-day-shanghai-in-1990-and-2010/69959/
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD?locations=CN
6 https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-is-the-only-major-economy-to-report-economic-growthfor-2020-11610936187
7 https://www.everycrsreport.com/reports/RL33534.html
8 https://www.brookings.edu/podcast-episode/will-chinas-debt-bubble-ever-pop/
4
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and benefits to domestic (Chinese) companies, damaging the US economy. Nevertheless, the
growth of Chinese economy over the last few decades has resulted in a proliferation of US-China
economic ties, and many American corporations have tapped into the immense Chinese
consumer and labor market. While the US may have some conflicting interests, it is imperative
that China maintains their economic relationship with them.
Global Initiatives & Belt and Road
More recently, China has invested more in global economic projects, specifically
infrastructure development. A prime example of this is the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) to
finance infrastructure in Asia, Africa, and even Europe. With the BRI, China has the potential to
create many new investment markets and increase its global economic power and influence
exponentially. The BRI, which is part of China’s push for further globalization of trade, can be
seen as a modern day Silk Road.
In 2013, President Xi of China launched his plan to recreate the Silk Road in the form of
the Belt and Road Initiative, which would include countries in different parts of Asia, Europe, the
Middle East, and Africa.9 Xi’s plan had two major parts: he wanted there to be an overland
economic belt and a maritime economic belt. His goals in establishing the BRI included making
China into a more assertive and dominant nation, accessing new markets for trade, gaining
economic ties with Western nations, promoting economic development in Xinjiang, expanding
international use of Chinese currency, and securing long term energy supplies from Central Asia
and the Middle East. In addition, Xi believes that the BRI would help alleviate the economic
segregation of Central Asian countries.10 Xi has claimed that the success of the BRI is dependent
upon policy coordination between nations, connections between facilities, unimpeded trade,
financial integration, and bonds formed between people of different nations. In addition, Xi
wanted to fund the BRI using money from policy banks, state owned banks and funds, and
international financing institutions.11
Regarding the progress of the Belt and Road Initiative itself, China plans to develop a
Digital Silk Road with e-commerce, China-Asia information ports, digital traffic corridors, and
international optical cable information channels. China also plans to help developing countries to
develop their own digital infrastructure.12 China has also made significant progress implementing
infrastructure such as railways, energy pipelines, and electricity networks. However, a lot more
progress needs to be made regarding infrastructure. The BRI has so far received funds from the

https://school-eb-com.hchs.idm.oclc.org/levels/high/article/Xi-Jinping/488626
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/chinas-massive-belt-and-road-initiative
11 https://www.beltroad-initiative.com/belt-and-road/
12 https://news.cgtn.com/news/2021-01-05/What-s-happening-with-China-s-Belt-and-Road-Initiative-WNvKyBv1Wo/index.html
9
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Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and the Silk Road Fund. Despite the progress that China
has made on the Belt and Road Initiative, there is still some international confusion about the
benefits of the BRI for each specific nation.13 In addition, some nations feel as though China is
only trying to benefit itself and has no real interest in aiding developing countries.
Looking Forward
In the following years, China will likely face several threats to economic growth and
prosperity. First and foremost, China is susceptible to heavy reliance on fixed investment and
exports rather than consumption and consumer demand. Other issues that members of this
cabinet must consider are heavy favorability and support for state-owned firms, growing
pollution, a lack of regulations and laws on the economy (potentially leading to corruption), and
economic inequality. China needs to address these growing issues in order to maintain and
continue to strengthen its economy in a new age of globalization.

Xinjiang Crisis
Introduction
The Xinjiang Uyghur Genocide is an ongoing series of human rights abuses by the
Chinese government on the Uyghur people and other religious and ethnic minorities within the
region. The genocide has taken place under the administration of the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) general secretary Xi Jinping. Some of the concerns regarding the facilities in which the
Uyghur muslims have been kept include the suppression of Uyghur religious practices, political
indoctrination, severe ill-treatment, and extensive testimonials detailing human rights abuses
such as forced sterilization, contraception, abortion, and infanticides. The latter part of this is
backed by reports from the Chinese government that show more than a 60% drop in birth rates in
the mostly Uyghur regions. However, upon confrontation, the Chinese authorities denied reports
of forced sterilization and genocide.
Internment, or “Re-education,” Camps
In the past 7 years, more than one million Muslims (the majority of whom are Uyghers)
have been kept in secretive internment camps. These camps, also known as re-education camps
or Vocational Education and Training Centers by the Chinese government, have been kept from
the public since their creation. China has not allowed for any journalists, diplomats, or human
rights groups independent access to the camps, and any visitors face heavy surveillance at all
13

https://www.csis.org/belt-and-road-initiative-progress-problems-and-prospects
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times. Due to this, the majority of the information on the camps comes from its survivors who
have fled abroad, leaked Chinese government documents, and satellite images that confirm the
location and existence of more than 380 camps.14
Originally, China denied the existence of the camps, later claiming them to be reeducation and vocational training programs aimed at alleviating poverty and countering terrorism
threats. However, stories from survivors of the camps make it evident that this is not the case.
Kairat Samarkan, one such survivor, explained that he “was hooded, made to wear shackles on
his arms and legs and was forced to stand in a fixed position for 12 hours when first detained.”
Not only this, but the camps have been known for their human rights abuses, rape, torture,
mistreatment, and genocide. In addition to physical abuse, many survivors recall attempts at
brainwashing in the forms of being forced to sing political songs, study speeches, and chant
“Long live Xi Jinping'' before their meals. Others accounts describe the camps as a rigorous
prison environment filled with monotonous political indoctrination, with terrorizing bouts of
violence and physical abuse by guards.15
A person could be targeted for “offenses” worthy of being taken to a camp if they were
thought to be not loyal enough to the state or the CCP, if they owned the Qur’an, or if they
abstain from eating pork among others. Currently, the largest camp documented in the region is
Dabancheng, which sits just outside the regional capital of Urumqi. The camp was expanded in
2019 to now include just under 100 buildings, all of which are used for hosting detainees. This
means that the facility can hold up to 42,500 people at a time. These large camps such as
Dabancheng not only are known for their forced labor and brainwashing, but also for splitting up
families and extreme micromanaging and cultural suppression among others. Not only has there
been abuse to the Uyghur people, but authorities have carried out the widespread destruction of
mosques and shrines, while turning others into tourist sites.16
International Intervention
In recent years, the international community has begun to put pressure on the Chinese
government, urging them to allow the UN “immediate and unfettered access” to the detention
camps in Xinjiang. In July of 2019, 22 countries at the United Nations’ top human rights body
decided to issue a joint statement calling for China to end its arbitrary detentions and other
violations against the rights of Muslims.
Another intervention has been from the Australian Strategic Policy Institute (ASPI),
which has identified 27 factories in Chinese provinces that are using Uyghur Muslims for forced

14

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/sep/24/china-has-built-380-internment-camps-in-xinjiang-study-finds

15

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2018/09/china-up-to-one-million-detained/

16

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/nov/24/china-cables-leak-no-escapes-reality-china-uighur-prison-camp
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labor since 2017. They also have created the Xinjiang Data Project, a research database aimed at
exposing the injustices and violation of human rights in western China. ASPI focuses on a “core
set of topics including mass internment camps, surveillance and emerging technologies, forced
labour and supply chains, the ‘re-education’ campaign, deliberate cultural destruction and other
human rights issues.” ASPI has been successful in uncovering new information on the status and
number of camps throughout China, and has created various resources that are available to the
public such as maps, photographs, timelines, and quarterly updates.17

18

More recently, in January of 2021, the US was the first country to officially declare the
human rights abuses within these camps to be a genocide. This was soon followed by Canada’s
House of Commons and the Dutch Parliament, who both passed a non-binding motion in
February to recognize China’s actions as genocide. Additionally, in April the UK’s House of
Commons unanimously passed a similar motion, while the New Zealand Parliament
unanimously declared that “severe human rights abuses” were occurring against the Uyghur
people in China.
On the other side of things, there has been a lack of action taken by the international
community to prevent further genocide within China. For example, the International Criminal

17
18

https://xjdp.aspi.org.au/
https://harvardpolitics.com/how-china-got-to-the-top-is-how-we-can-bring-uyghur-muslim-camps-down/
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Court (ICC) declined an offer to take investigative action against China on the basis of not
having jurisdiction over China for most of the alleged crimes.
China Cables
In November of 2019, a cache of classified government papers called the China Cables
were leaked to the public. The information, obtained by the International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists (ICIJ), was independently assessed by experts who concluded they were
authentic, contrary to the claims of the CCP.19 The documents outlined the structure, daily life,
and ideological framework begging the centers in north-western Xinjiang. China claimed that the
documents were fabricated, however they are consistent with evidence that the country runs
secret, involuntary detention camps used for “education transformation.” The document states
that (1) camps must “adhere to a strict system of total physical and mental control, (2) “inmates
could be held indefinitely, even after completing their ‘education transformation,’” (3) no
inmates are allowed to go free, (4) weekly phone calls and a monthly video call with relatives
are their sole contact with the outside world, and (5) “‘preventing escape’ is a top priority.”20
This release of this document only heightened international concern on the camps, as it stated
that the “work policy of the vocational skills education and training centers are strong and highly
sensitive. It is necessary to strengthen the staff’s awareness of staying secret, serious political
discipline and secrecy discipline.”21 China’s response to the incident was to deny; they claimed
there “are no so-called ‘detention camps’ in Xinjiang.” They also claimed that the “trainees” are
allowed to choose between their courses and the “personal freedom of the trainees is fully
guaranteed.” Finally, the Chinese government states that “there are no such documents or orders
for the so-called ‘detention camps’” and that the China Cables were “pure fabrication and fake
news.”22

Health and Pollution
Note: Please pay particularly close attention to the footnotes and bolded terms in this section, as
they contain important information regarding this highly technical topic.
Pollution is one of the most important issues facing the People's Republic of China
(PRC). Chinese daily average particulate pollution (PM2.5) is significantly worse than even the

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/nov/25/uk-calls-for-un-access-chinese-detention-camps-xinjiang
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/nov/24/china-cables-leak-no-escapes-reality-china-uighur-prison-camp
21 Ibid.
22 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/nov/24/chinas-response-to-the-leaked-xinjiang-camp-cables
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worst cities in the United States. For example, Xingtai, China has a daily PM2.5 of 155.2,23
while Bakersfield California has a PM2.5 of 18.2. Shijiazhuang China has a daily PM2.5 of
148.5. Its closest US comparison is Merced, CA, with a number of 18.2.24
China has struggled with this issue for multiple decades, despite public health concerns
and failed movements to create substantive change. At times, air pollution in some of the worst
offending cities has been pushed to 20 times over the WHO limit. The health effect from such
elevated levels is harmful to all ages. PM2.5 particles can cause harm to the lungs, cause asthma,
cardiovascular diseases and cancer.25
Effect of PM2.5’s on Humans and the Environment
These particles also can have impacts on the natural environment. They can be carried
hundreds of miles by wind, then end up on the ground/in water. They can negatively affect the
acidic levels of lakes/streams, making possible drinking water unsafe for human consumption.
These particles can also deplete nutrients in the soil, making it less fertile along with damaging
farms. Last but not least, these particles also contribute to dangerous acid rain.26
The Chemical Makeup of Air Pollution
Chinese air pollution typically consists of coal pollution (coal is ~75% of the Chinese
energy source). Coal smoke contains the aforementioned particulate matter(PM) and sulfur
dioxide (SO2). In large Chinese cities, air pollution has shifted from the general coal pollution,
to hybrid coal and automobile emission, with PM, NO2 and SO2 being the critical pollutants.
Along with the earlier statistics which highlighted the worst offending cities, the annual average
PM1027 concentrations for major Chinese cities were 102 µg/m3 in southern cities, 140 µg/m3 in
northern cities, and 121 µg/m3 in cities nationwide.28 High levels of these pollutants can be
possibly deadly.
Sulfur Dioxide and its Effects
Diving specifically into SO2, which is a colorless, reactive air pollutant that has a large
effect on the olfactory senses. It is mainly found as a pollutant, however also can be seen as a

23 According

to the WHO, anything over 10 micrograms per cubic meter is considered hazardous to health
https://blogs-images.forbes.com/niallmccarthy/files/2015/01/20150123_China_US_Pollution_Fo.jpgs.com )
25 https://www.forbes.com/sites/niallmccarthy/2015/01/23/air-pollution-chinese-and-american-cities-in-comparisoninfographic/?sh=5bf5dec82362 [Infographic] (forbes.com)
26 https://www.epa.gov/pm-pollution/health-and-environmental-effects-particulate-matterpm#:~:text=Environmental%20Effects%201%20Visibility%20impairment.
%20Fine%20particles%20%28PM,on%20ground%20or%20water.%203%20Materials%20damage.%20atter
27 This is a different pollutant typically found in China, similar to PM2.5.
28 https://ehp.niehs.nih.gov/doi/10.1289/ehp.12737
24
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result of volcanic activity.29 Similar to PM2.5 particles, sulfur dioxide can have negative effects
on the environment and health. It irritates the skin, can cause inflammation in the lungs( in high
amounts), worsen asthma attacks and even react with other pollutants to cause different issues in
the lungs. Along with the health concerns, sulfur particles can create haze and reduce visibility.
These specific particles also happen to be found in acid rain, which has its own list of negative
outcomes.30

31

The Use of Coal as an Energy Source
As mentioned previously, coal makes up ~75% of the energy source for the Chinese
people. Thermal coal accounted for 57.7% of China's total energy consumption in 2019.32 This
number is significantly higher than other energy sources; Such as natural gas, hydroelectric
power, nuclear, solar and wind. Coal is used in many poorer households for both heat and
cooking. In 2020, China produced 3.84 billion tonnes of coal, which was 90 million tonnes more
For example on the Island of Hawaii (US), Hawaii Volcanoes national Park has a higher level of SO2 than most
other national parks/ urban areas.
30 https://www.nps.gov/subjects/air/humanhealthsulfur.htm#:~:text=The%20resulting%20symptoms%20can%20include%20pain%20when%20taking,and%20worse
n%20existing%20heart%20disease%20in%20sensitive%20groups
31 Chinese workers in a coal mine
32 This is a decrease of 10.8% from the 2012 data
29
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than 2019. They also imported another 304 million tons of coal from various nations.33
Indonesia, Australia and Russia are the largest suppliers of thermal coal, while Australia and
Mongolia are dominant in the coking coal industry. 80% of coal mined in China is used for
power generation, while the rest is used to create coking coal for steel mills.34 The loss of
Australian coal has forced groups in northern China to ration power during the winter, which
shows that local production is not meeting demand. Only Mongolia has the capacity to replace
Australian coking coal, but its lower quality than the level required to produce high quality steel.

35

A Short History of Coal as an Energy Source
Coal has been used as a heat source for 2000 years, it later transitioned to the key energy
source of steam power. It was first used in the 1880s to generate electricity, however as the use of
coal increased, so did the environmental impacts. In the present day, China is the top user of
coal, consuming 51% of coal worldwide.
The environmental impacts of coal usage have started to show in the countries that use it
the most. For example, Coal Plants are responsible for 42% of the Mercury emissions in the
U.S. Mercury is a heavy metal that can damage the nervous, digestive and immune systems.36
This phenomenon is not isolated to only the US, as China faces similar issues.

“China can produce most of the coal it needs. However, it imports coals to supplement domestic supply and to
access higher quality coking coal for steelmaking.”(Yahoo Finance)
34 China and Australia are currently in a dispute and thus China unofficially banned Australian coal
35 https://www.china-mike.com/facts-about-china/facts-pollution-environment-energy/
36 https://www.thebalancesmb.com/what-is-the-environmental-impact-of-coal-4586414
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Actions Taken to Combat Air Pollution
It is important to remember the quality of information coming from the Chinese
government is typically not the most reliable. However, the government has taken some actions
to combat the effects of pollution. As the largest energy consumer and emitter of greenhouse
gases, there is a lot of international pressure for China to take steps toward better environmental
practices. They have pledged to transition away from fossil fuels within the next four decades,
however they are slow due to seemingly more pressing needs within the government. In a
separate statement, the Chinese government said that they hope to be Carbon neutral by 2060.
Independent studies have shown that this may be untenable due to their planned oil pipeline
expansions. An average from various sources stated that china must spend up to 19.8 trillion
USD per year to hit the net 0 emissions goal.37 It has also been stated that China will need to cut
the share of coal in the new energy source pie chart to less than 5 percent38 and raise its new
energy options to more than 85 percent.
According to the Chinese government themselves, they are well on track to reach their
2030 emissions goals. Increasing pressure from the US, EU and an upcoming COP 26 summit in
Scotland have all led to an uptick in focus on this issue from politburo members. Economic
recession is also said to have contributed to the downfall in emissions. China recently announced
that they would be lifting an import tax on some eco-sustainable steel alternatives.39 China has
been very optimistic about their goals regarding pollution, which is generally positive and
exciting to see change.
However, until China can prove that they are committed to clean energy, willing to spend
money on improving the health of the people in the worst affected cities, and reduce overall
PM2/carbon emissions, the Chinese government will still be lagging behind other, already
proven nations.

Cabinet Positions
Li Keqiang--Standing Committee Member, Premier of the State Council
Li Keqiang is a politician and a Standing Committee Member of the Chinese Communist
Politburo. He is also the Premier of the State Council, making him one of the most powerful men
in China following President Xi Jinping. He recently has been encouraging an increase of
communication between the United States and China in an attempt to strengthen China’s foreign
relations.
This number comes from Dinh Zhim, former deputy director of the policy and law department of the National
Energy Administration
38 It's currently ~57.7 percent
39 https://sg.news.yahoo.com/china-well-placed-beat-carbon-085201530.html
37
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Li Zhanshu--Standing Committee Member, Chairman of the National People's Congress
Li Zhanshu is a Standing Committee Member of the Politburo and the Chairman of the
National People’s Congress. The National People's Congress is the highest organ of legislative
and state power in China. His most recent policy has been centered around preventing solidwaste pollution and improving environmental conditions in China.
Wang Yang--Standing Committee Member, Chairman of the National Committee of the
Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference
Wang Yang is a Standing Committee Member and the Chairman of the National
Committee of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference. The Political Consultative
Conference is a political advisory body in the People's Republic of China and a central part of
the Chinese Communist Party's United Front system. Yang is encouraging China to better handle
the proposals of political advisers to expand Chinese influence on a global scale.
Han Zheng--Standing Committee Member, Vice Premier of the State Council (first-ranked)
Han Zheng is a Standing Committee Member of the Politburo and the Vice Premier of the
State Council. There are multiple Vice Premiers who work under the State Council Premier to
push for President Xi Jinping's policies and initiatives. He has also been leader of the Central
Leading Group on Hong Kong and Macau Affairs since April 2018. Han served as Mayor of
Shanghai between 2003 and 2012.
Zhao Leji--Standing Committee Member, Secretary of the Central Commission for
Discipline Inspection and Corruption
Zhao Leji is a Standing Committee Member of the Politburo and the Secretary of the
Central Commission for Discipline Inspection, the Politburo's main anti-corruption body. His
main goals are to identify and prosecute any corruption within the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP). He also previously served in the Organization Department of the CCP.
Wang Huning--Standing Committee Member, Secretary of the Central Secretariat (firstranked)
Wang Huning is a Standing Committee Member of the Politburo and the Secretary of the
Central Secretariat. The secretariat is mainly responsible for carrying out routine operations of
the Politburo and helping the cabinet achieve its goals and policy initiatives. He has also been the
chairman of the Central Guidance Commision on Building Spiritual Civilization since 2017.
Wang Chen--Vice Chairman of the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress
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Wang Chen is the Vice Chairman of the Standing Committee of the National People’s
Congress. He is a Chinese journalist and politician, and served as Director of State Council
Information Office from 2008 to 2013. He values transparency with the people of China and is
working to increase positive political relations with foreign countries.
Xu Qiliang--Vice Chairman of the Central Military Commission
Xu Qiliang is an air force general in the People's Liberation Army Air Force of China. He
currently serves as Vice chairman of the Central Military Commission, and was Commander of
the PLAAF from 2007 to 2012.
Chen Xi--Head of the Organization Department
Chen Xi is a Chinese politician currently serving as the head of the Organization
Department of the Communist Party of China. Chen has also been a member of the Politburo
Since 2017, and President of the Central Party School.
Chen Quanguo--Party Secretary of the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region
Chen Quanguo is a Chinese politician and current Chinese Communist Party Committee
Secretary of Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region, Political Commissar of the Xinjiang
Production and Construction Corps and a member of the 19th Politburo of the Chinese
Communist Party.
Huang Kunming--Head of the Propaganda Department
Huang Kunming is a Chinese politician, currently serving as the head of the Propaganda
Department of the Chinese Communist Party and a member of the Politburo of the Chinese
Communist Party. His main goals are to spread propaganda that show the Chinese Communist
Party in a good light.
Yang Jiechi--Director of the Office of Foreign Affairs
Yang Jiechi is a high-ranking Chinese politician and diplomat specializing in American
affairs. Yang spent much of his professional life in the United States, where he was the Chinese
Ambassador from 2001 to 2005. He served as the Foreign Minister of China between 2007 and
2013.
Zhang Youxia--Vice Chairman of the Central Military Commission
Zhang Youxia is a general in the People's Liberation Army of China and currently the
second-ranked Vice Chairman of the Central Military Commission of the Central Military
Commission.
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Guo Shengkun--Secretary of the Political and Legal Affairs Commission
Guo Shengkun is a Chinese politician and business executive who currently serves as a
Politburo member, a Central Secretariat secretary, and Secretary of the Central Political and
Legal Affairs Commission of the Communist Party of China.
Ding Xuexiang--Director of the General Office
Ding Xuexiang is an important political aide of Xi Jinping, current General Secretary of
the Communist Party of China. Ding is the current director of the General Office of the
Communist Party of China. Ding served on Xi's staff beginning in Shanghai, then followed him
to Beijing.

Questions to Consider
1. How are you able to work with the other CCP members to reach a solution on these
issues?
2. How do you plan to ensure a long term solution for all three topics?
3. How will you show to the international community that you are contributing to
resolving these major problems?
4. What will upper leadership/ the public think of your proposed solutions?
5. With whom do you stand the highest chance of success?
6. What is your plan for keeping internal stability while/if you propose to change China's
stance on these topics globally?
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